
PR-Z 152·PR-Z 152·    Bajo Guadalope RouteBajo Guadalope Route
Cycling trail that stems from Caspe into the final landscapes that the Guadalope river
crosses before diving into the Mequinenza reservoir. During its circular route, it partially
overlaps with other major routes such as the Camino Natural del Ebro or the Camino
Jacobeo. Some good patches of riparian forest and riparian undergrowth stand out,
especially the view of the magnificent medieval bridge of Masatrigos, at the foot of a
spectacular cliff.

/19,5 KM/ D+: 240m/ D-: 210m/ 4h 15 min /Circular/19,5 KM/ D+: 240m/ D-: 210m/ 4h 15 min /Circular

The route starts in Caspe from the back of the Collegiate church
and the Castle of el Compromiso, next to the parking lot in Calle
Carmen with Ronda del Bailio. After descending the hill, it
connects and overlaps with the Camino Natural del Ebro. At a
turn to the right, you leave the GR 99 and head to cross the
Guadalope over a bridge that gives access to the Palace of
Rimer, which is flanked by an old watermill.

After leaving some farms behind, the PR-Z 152 leaves the farm
track to take, to the right, a cattle path that descends by a
watercourse and connects, at a bridge, with the service road
next to an acequia which will continue to the left until it connects
with a larger track in front of the weir. 

Continuing straight, you will find the old road bridge of el Vado.
Next to it, the route leaves the track and continues along a cattle
pass that crosses the hill, coinciding with the Camino Jacobeo.

The path soon gives way to a track, leaves the Camino Jacobeo
to the left, and the route heads to cross the road to Maella. On
the other side, it ascends a gentle hill from where a new section
of the path begins the descent through the interior of a ravine
towards Masatrigos, connecting next to the bridge with the
Miraflores-Zaragoceta route.

After crossing the river over the bridge, the route continues to
the right in the direction of Val de Zail following the track up to
the road to Civán. It turns left and follows the asphalt for a few
meters, until a path emerges to the right of the road heading to
Caspe, where the route ends arriving by the path of the
Capellán, under the Torre de Salamanca.
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datasheet
Distance:Distance:  19,5 km19,5 km
Time:Time:  4h 15 min4h 15 min
Elevation +:Elevation +:    240 m240 m
Elevation -: Elevation -: 210 m210 m
Kind of Tour:Kind of Tour:  CircularCircular
Natural environment severity:Natural environment severity:  11
Itinerary Orientation: Itinerary Orientation: 11
Difficulty:Difficulty: 2 2
Effort:Effort:  33

Informationservices Caspe: Bar, Meals, Hotel, Hostel/Camping, VUT and Store.

points of interest
Castle of el Compromiso (14th century), Collegiate church of Santa María la Mayor, Holy Week in Caspe, Fiesta of Tourist Interest of
Aragón, Torre de Salamanca, a Carlist fortress which hosts the Museo de Heráldica, Centro de Interpretación de la Historia de la
Autonomía de Aragón (important because the Statute of Autonomy of Aragon of 1936 was drafted in Caspe, which was capital of the
Council of Aragon during the Spanish Civil War) and the Sea of Aragon, a magnificent scenery for fishing and water sports. 

Visit us
www.cbac.es


